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IN THIS ISSUE:

Personally
speaking

.

Sweating lt out
THANKSGIVING DAY was the first full day I had
had at home in a long time. To · be accurate, it was the
first full day I had spent in the yard in a long time!
Mar_ia got me started to working in the front yard and
locked the door. I thought I'd never get inside again.
Well, no, she did not actually lock the door. But it
was the same difference . . For everytime I would slack
up
bit, she'd poke her little hennaed head out the
door and say, "You are not going to quit till you do
so-and-so are you? You are planning to rake the leaves
out of the .flower beds,, aren 't you? And what about the
drain pipes along• the eaves of the house? I bet they
ar.e plumb full of leaves." Etc. and Etc.

a

There are always at least a dozen_~things a fellow'cl
rather do than work in the yard, not to mention lying
on his posterior on a comfortable settee in front of the
tv with _his favorite paper. But, really, working in the
. yard is not bad once you get started. The physical exercise can be like rain after drouth. It feels ·good to
have your "tired blood" rncing through your circulatory
system once more, not to mention getting your sweat
glands open and cleansed with some honest-to'.gooclness
sweat-pardon me, perspiration.
And there is somethiAg thrilling about making a
yardful of newly accumulated leaves disappear into whatever a power mower with mulcher makes them disappe-a r
into. And have you ever noticed how creative your
thinking is when you are doing manual labor? If you
could just remember all the brilliant thoughts you have
while mulching leaves, for example, the intellectuals
would ·beat a path to your humble door. But how can
you make notes and run a power mower? By the time
you have finished the chore, had a shower, and slep 1•
ten hours to recuperate, the bright ideas have gone with
the leaves.

Seriously, the bodies of a lot of us who exist for
weeks on end with_ little or no real physical exercise
are more to be pitied than despised. How often our
bones and sinews must long for the days when we were
keeping healthy battling persimmon sprouts and Johnson grass back on the farm!
If there is a "lesson" for us here, it might be that
the 'a bundant life which Christ came to give us includes
the physical and the mental as well as the spiritual.

~..~~-tA~
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THIS week our J ~wish neighbors a~e celebrating
their beloved Hanukkah-dedication- as flickerng candles glow in eight-branched candelabra. Why is this
occasion o1'1e of joy for the Jews? The story is told by
Rabbi Solomon S. Bernard on page 5.

*

*

*

A YOUNG Rhodesian, known to mariy during
his Ouachita University days, is mentioned in the story
on page 18, "Happiness is .. .", as Miss Patricia Lemonds
tells of her joy as a missionary journeyman assigned to
the same station as Michael Makoholo.
THE role of the Christian church and state in education was studied by Baptists from nine denominational
groups in a recent conference in ,I\Tashington . The news
report from the Ameri'can Baptist News Service is on
page •16. ·
·THE , lights of Christmas gleaming throug·hout our
state reflect the glow that should' warm our hearts at
this beautiful season of the Christian year. Two poems of
·the meaning above the gift-giving and the tree-trimming are on pages 12 and 7.

*

*

*

THE Southern Baptist Convention Annuity Board protection program has been <1pproved by all 23 state Baptist
conventions. Expfan<1tion of its henefits is given by the
Baptist Press on page IO.

*

*

*

' YOU will be interested in Pastor Tohn McClam1han's
poll on the seating of Russellvjlle First messengers at the
Arkansas State Convention. ·see pages 3, 4 and 6.

*

*

*
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Editorials
Russellville issue

3. Participation of ,the church in the retjrement progtarii must be from the first day of the monlh that the interim service begins,

A PRIVATE poll by Pastor John McClanahan of
First Church, Pine Bluff, on the -q1Jestion of whether or
The Annuity Board points out that the pastor's salary
not messengers of First Church, Russellville, should be :3s in the church budget, on which the retirement asseated at the annual meeting of the Arkansas · Baptist sessment must be paid, will not necessarfly be the salary
State Convention will b~ of interest to many. (See tab- paid the interim pastor. If the church has never particiulation elsewhere in this issue.)
pated in the retirement program, the interim pastor is
to secure such participation. It is suggested that this arThe percentage of those who responded to the Mc- rangement with the church should be made at•·the time
Clanah,)n poll is amazingly high-an average of 66.7 per- the annuitant- agrees to serve the church.
cent for the six categories. This indicates great interest
on the part of those contacted.
Laymen retiring on Annuity Board anmuues will
continue under the "permissive service" now m effect,
An average of 81 percent of those replying to the . counting 21 working days as a month.
poll indicated they would favor the seating of the Russellville messengers; an average of a little more than 10
The liberalized policy will help to alleviate the hardpercent were undecided. _
ship retired ministers experience because of sharply reduced income and inflationary prices. And the_removal of
Of ·course, no issue before the Convention can be de- time restriction for interim . pastorates, formerly limited
cided_by a straw vote. Only duly elected and duly seated ·to a maximum of three months, will be a boon to pastormessengers can compose the Convention and conduct its less churches. The Annuity Board will doubtles.s enlist
business affairs. But if those contacted in this poll-all of many churches which had not been participating, through
them laymen •except in the case of some of the BSU the requirement that chmches having annuitants for inCouncil members-are a fair sampling_gf Arkansas Bap- terim pastors subscribe to the Board's retirement protists in general, it. seems Baptists over the state feel quite gram.
different from the. majority of those who make up the
Convention, on the Russellville matter.
No doubt the actions of the Convention on many issu es would be different than they are if a majority of the
messengers were laymen instead of · preachers, missionaries, and wives of preachers and missionaries.

Pity for Alexander

Here in Arkansas we have been reminded again lately
Next week, in "The · People Speak," we shall ' carry a that not all of the violence and rebellion is in the streets.
letter from a well-known Arkansas pastor calling for A committee of Arkansas legislators who paid an
greater layman representation among the Conv~ntion unannounced visit the other day to the Girls Training
messengers. Read it and share your thinking with us.
School at Alexander have reported many instances of
inhuman treatment of inmates there. Among the alleged
irregularities is the reported beating last spring of one
of the inmates said to be mentally deficient. The legisA change of policy by the Annuity Board of the South- lators are demanding that the woman alleged to have
ern Baptist Convention, to become effective Jan. 1, should inflicted this punishment be fired from the school's
prove to be a blessing to retired mini~ters, . churches staff.

Retirement · policy
and the Annuity Board itself.

Under the new policy, a retired minister will be permitted to serve as interim pastor on an indefinite basis
and will be allowed to receive whatever salary the church
may wish to pay. The only conditions for such arrangement are:
.1. Three months must have elapsed before the retired
minister .returns to• serve the church from which he retired;

2. The church to be served by the retiree must participate in the Annuity Board's retirement program, paying into the Board plan lO _percent dues of the pastor's
salary as set up in t·h e church budget, up to a maximum
of $4,000 a year;
. '
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School Superintendent Clifton W. Shepard contends
that the charges of the legislators are a great exaggeration .of what has actually happened at the school.
One thing seems to be strongly indicated ,by what has
be~n brought to light. The schoof must have . more adequate staff and better facilities, all calling for a greatly
increased budget. This would be a good time, we believe,
to consider the advisability of placing the four training
schools for boys and girls under the administration of
one board and desegregating the schools.
Ch1;.1rch people should involve themselves in the interest of compassionate care for the unfortunate young
people confined in the schools, as well as in support of
the school superintendent and staff 'i n their difficult task.
Page ThrM

The people speak,------........- - - ~ - The healing ministry
The action of the Arkansa.s Baptist
State Convention in d~verting to other
,needs that portion of the new budget
formerly earmarked "Arkansas Baptist
Medical Center" seems to remove Arkansas Baptists ;from all healing ministries. on a state-wide-cooperative level.
Inasmuch as a considerable emotion
was attached to the hospital issue, this
budg·et-alteration move may have shown
the eye.
more wisdom than meets
'
(

state
time,
third
least

would get benefits at the .s ame
no hospital would get second or
helping until all areas had had at
one serving.

The Cover

Certainly sick · people in sparsely settled Newton County are to be my concern as are the sick people in my own
populous Jefferson County.-Nelson B.
Eubank, RFD 7, Box 880, Pine Bluff,
Ark.

The Russellville poll

I would like to express appreciation
to President Don Hook and the Program
Committee for the very fine agenda
which composed the program at the
1966 Arkansas Ba·ptist , Convention. Since
I had purposely appealed for increased_
lay participation, · I was especially
pleased to note the inclusion of laymen
at -several points in the program proper.
•I was also grateful that the two major
business • sessions were held on Monday
a·nd' Tuesday evenings, thus making it
possible for many additional laymen to
Variations of some of the following be present. I am also · glad that Mr.
ideas ·mig·ht offer traits acceptable to all Kendell Berry, a lay.man from ·North.S'hades of ·opinion: use our usual ABH east Arkansas, will serve as one of our
Subsidy on a planned rotation bas'is, in vice-presidents for this year. I could
hospitals out over the state-pick up the. ~ hope that this is a trend which will con1 ·p ast-dues accounts
( on a planned rota- tinue in our total denominational life as
. tion basis) in hospitals out over the Arkansas (Baptists.)
state; this is about as near equivalent
to .chari-ty work as you can get--use ·our
Since some have asked me for further
regular ABH sub.sidy as "matching details concerning the opinion poll which
funds!' fir upgrading equipment, and/ I m.e ntioned when proposing a resoluor services in hospitals that are "~atel- tion for the consideration of the Conlites" of the Little Rock ABH-Universi- vention, I would like to give you the
ty~St Vii;icents' complex-or some idea following information for public use: '
. sup·pl_ied by some other source.
In October, 1966, I addtressed a letter
The term "planned-rotation" implies to three , groups of people within our
that while not every hospital in the Arkansas Baptist life:
'

Although we are not agreed· on the
control of the healing ·situation, we can
all agree that healing is part and parcel
of the New Testament teaching of
Christianity in ·practice. Since we have
about a year in which to learn how to
"kiss and make up," it can be hoped
that our denominational lead'ers can
present some budget device that will
get us back in the area of practical
healing.

MISSIONARY KIDS , - A bwreback
ride 011 a water b-uffalo is taken by Becky, Penny amd Jan Shelton, while a Thai
friend walks alongside. They were pho. to graphed by their father, Raymond L.
Shelton, Southern Baptist m.fasionary
to Tha,iland.
1. All. Arkansas laymen who are pres.e htly serving on an Arkansas Baptist
or Southern Baptist Convention a·gency
or board.

2. All current members of BSU Coun·
cils on Arkansas camp,uses . .
3. All deacons at the three churches
in Acrkansas where I ·have served as
·pastor~First Church, Blytheville, Hope,
and Pine Bluff.

CHRISTIAN LIFE COMMISSION, SBC
... Crime statistics from the FBI are highly unreliable, according to many
lawyers and sociologists (Time). The critics cite the reliance of the FBI on
data volunteered by police departments, many of which i;eport crimes in different ways, including not reporting· all crimes in order to soothe the public.
One dramatic statistic-that U.S. crime is rising "six times faster than the
population"-is less alarming when it is pointe<) out that most crimes have
always · been committed by those in the 18 to 24 age group; the post-war
"baby-boom" has increased that age ,group by 25 percent.
·
. . . Last year the 17 Southern and border states had almost 16 percent of
their Negro students in ·schools with white~. For the eleven former Confederate states the total reached 6 percerlt--a sharp increase over the 2 percent for 1965-66 (Southern Education Report).
·

. . . At least 4 million fraudulent or invalid ballots were cast and accounted
in the 1964 elections, according to an estimate by the Honest Ballot Association (quoted in Changing Times). This represents about 5½ percent of the
total vote cast. A 5 percent swing would have defeated 43 United States
Senators and 110 Representatives.

Page Four

The letter asked each person to respond using an enclosed post card indicating' whether ' they were for, against,
or undecided relative to seating messengers from the Fi:rst Baptist Church, Russellville at the Arkansas Baptist Convention. For results of this poll, see
"On seating Russellville messengers,"
page 6.
'
Since some people have asked for
this specific information, I am happy
to make it · available in this way.-John
H. McClanahan, Pastor, First Baptist
Church, Pine Bluff, Ark .

Enioy our paper
, We surely do enjoy the Arkansas
Baptist N ewsmagazine. My husband
and I grew up in Arkansas. Reading the
magazine each week is the next best
thing to a visit. I enjoy the editorials
each week.-Mrs. W. H. TI'av:is, 2005
Hart Ave., Dodge City, Kans, ,

, ·ARKANSAS BAPTIST
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Why Jews celebrate .Ha ukkah
(

BY RABBI SOLOMON S. BERNARDS
DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF INTERRELTGIOUR COOPERATION
ANTI-DEFA _M ATION LEAGUF. OF B'NAI B'RITH

On D'ecember nights- this year from
Wednesday evening , Dec. 7, through the
followin g Dec. 14-one ran see throuµ;h
the windows of Jewish homes small
fli ckering candles set in an eightbranched candelabra proclaiming a miracle of redemption p·erformed long· ago
at that season. The candle lights may
be pale compared with the blaze of/
jeweled Christmas trees, but the eye
can di,sce'lm ,their frail unvanquished
flames shining forth in praise of God.
Hanukkah is not central in Judaism
as Christmas is in Christianity; its· observance is not ordained in the Hebrew
Scriptures. Although psalms of praise·
and special scriptural portions are read
in the synagogue, and a . brief service
accompanies the kindling of the candles
in home and synagogue, the eig·ht days
of the festival are ordinary working
days . Yet Hanukkah is loved by the
Jewish people in a measure out of all
proportion to its position in the ceremonial round of the Jewish religious
year.
The primary source for . the history
of Hanukkah is in the First and Second Books of the Maccabees, which
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·were · written shortly after the events
they. describe. · Alexander the Great
brought Hellenistic culture to the countries he conquered. After his death his
empire was divided . among hi s general s
in Syria and Eg·ypt'.

,Judai sn1 sees no contradiction between concern fo r the universal spiritual tea chings of Judaism and concern
fol' the na tional destin y of the peo.pl e
who are the physical hea r ers of tha t
faith. Wi t hout J ews, J uda ism could not
survive. If, as I sa iah tells us, God has
set I s rael as a lig h't un to the n ation s,
then it is pl'oper t o re j oice that tlw
light has not been extin gui shed.
If hist ory is, as ma ny of us .beli eve,
the unfolding of the w ill of God, it is
fruitful t o r efl ect tha t had the J-ews
submitted to the dec r ees of th e Syrian
king forbiddin g t he t eac hing a nd pra'ctice of their faith, Juda ism would ha'{e
disappea red and Christi anity and Jg_
lam would not have come into bein g·.
The Chri stian Church, the~·efor e, is
conect in honorin g the Macc ahean martyrs , for their achievement is part of
the spiritu al hist ory· of Western man .
Their epic stru ggle t estifies to the in domitahility of the . soul of man.

The Syria11 kjng, Antiochu.s Epiphane-s, in the yeai; 175 before the common era, prohibited the practice of the
. 'J ewish religion in. Judea. The Books of
the Maccabees clesc•r ibe tl}e persecution
.of Antioch us; the martyrdom of the
For present -day Jews Ha nukka h sympietists; !\nd the heroic military ex- bolizes their continuing det ermination
-ploits of the Maccabean warriors who, t o kee p a li ght the spa rk their fa ther s
though outnumbereq, drove out the foe kindl ed long ago on a lta r s high and
and re-dedicated · the TempJ'e· in J eru- pure . In the new born St at e of Israel
salem. ) Jaln_µkkah, meaning "dedica- where J ews stdve to embod y the socia l
tion," . thus commemorates the rites of _ideals of the pro phet s, and in J ewish
purification and sanctification of the con gregations a nd homes th r oughout
Temple's altars which took place in 165 the world, the li g hting of the H anukkah
B.C.E.
candl es ex presses the deeply held conWhile the tradition minimizes the
viction t ha t J ews mu st continue to
military victory to emphasize the spirwork for the est ablishment of God's
itual meaning of the festival, there is
kin g dom of justice and peace on earth.
no question that the Jewish people love
it precisely because, the Maccabean triFOR FU RTHER READING
umph, a bright spot in an often bleak,
The Living Heritage of Hanukkah, Da vid
tragic-heroic epic of Jewish history, Greenber g a n d So lom S. Bel'nards. New Yo ,·k:
t i-Defam ation League of B' n a i B! l'ith. 48 p p.
proves that the hand of God is not too AnHanukkah
, the F ea st of Lights, E. Solis-Cohe n.
Philadelphia; The J ewish Publi cation Society.
short to deliver His people.
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Arkansas all over------.........________
Dedication at Manila

Arkansans ·a id student meet
BY GE'NE BOLIN

Arkansas had a share in the first
Baptist-sponsored international student
conference ever to be held in the
Northwest. It was a $300 · contribution
from the BSUer's at Arkansas State
College, Jonesboro.
Fifty-six students and cou,nselors attended the conference, held recently at
Cardai Hill, Wa.sh., a Presbyterian
camp high on a hill overlooking the
Columbia River. Twenty-two of .these
were internationals representing nine
countries. Dr. James McClendon led in.
a serious consideration of the implications of the historical Christ.
One young man from Iran, during a
dialog·ue session, typified the group. He
said, "We want to believe what you
say is true. We want to believe Jesus
is the Son of God. Please help us to
believe!"
A Japanese student expressed deep
interest and concern in wha.t he heard.
Some weeks later he committeci' his life
to Christ. In a letter to his father ·he
tried to ·e xplain the marked transformation in 1 his life which had come
about. He prayed that the family in
Japan would not reject him because of
his decision, but he stood ready should
such be his father's response. The reply from Japan was not long in coming·. In ·e ssence it read: "My son
since last you heard from me I fell
and was taken to a Baptist hosp.i tal
"in Kyoto, Japan. My body was cured.
Ana', my son, .I too have become a
Christian."

ni

The story could go on and on. It
:"'ould tell of an Iranian student clasping- the hands of an American student
and pleading, "Now I have a friendplease don't forget me!"

It would tell of a Lebanese student·
writing from his home to say "Had I
not known you, my impression of Am_e rica and American Christians would
have been bad, very bad."
It would tell of the eventual vic.tories
in the life of a ,heartbroken Chinese
student threatened : with deportation
and humiliation of returning to his
home without the . longeci'-for degree
from an American University ready to
exercise. the only alternative he foresaw-enter Red China where he would
be accepted,

BSD, throug·h their gift, helped to
make the meetip.g possible.
(Mr. Bolin is program con.~ultant ,'n
fh<' Education Division of th<' Stucle1i't
Depa1·tme11t of the Sun<la1i School Boa,nl
pf the Southern Baptist Convention,
Nush.ville, T<'1111.)

Orrs to c·o lumbia
Rev. and . Mrs. Donald L. Orr, Southern Baptist missionaries, -are returning
to Columbia following furlough in the
States. Mr. o ·rr directs the department
of music and religious education at the
Inter·national Baptist Theological Seminary, Calif; Mrs. Orr teaches in the
same . department. They- may be addressed at Apartado Aereo 6613, Cali,
Colombia. Orr was born and reared in
Hot Springs, Ark.; she, the former Via. let Rogers, daughter of , a Baptist minister, was born in Verden, Okla., and
lived .in Oklahoma -and 'I:exas while
growing up. At the time of · their missionary appointment, in 1951, he was
music director at West Side Baptist
Church, Ft. Worth, . Tex.

In other 'M ississippi County Association news three churches have recently
called pastors: Curtis Bryant, Little
Rock, by Dell; Edward Black, Memphis,
by New Providence; and Louis Minner,
Eudora, Miss., by Emmanuel.
In other changes J . 0. Clayton, Dyess,
and Milton Wilson, Joiner, have resigned their pastorates. (AB)

Pleitz heads board
Pastor ;iames L. Pleitz of First
Church, Pensacola, Fla., a former Arkansan, is the new chairman of the
State Board of Missions in Florida.
This is comparable to our Executive
Board of the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention.

On RussellYille messengers
. [~ee "The Russellville poll," in "The people spe(J}k," page 4]

Arkansas laymen on ABC or SBC Cards Returned
(71.0%) 49
Boards and agencies For
38
77
Cards Sent
.
64
( -5%)
6
Cards Returned
AgainS t
(12.2%)
(81.2%) 52
Undecided
(10.2%)
5
For
(8'6.5%) 45
( 9.6%)
5
Total for all laymen and students Against
372
( 3.8%)
2 • Cards Sent
Undecided
Cards Returned
(60.7%) 226
Arkansas BSU Council members For
(81.8%) 184
Cards Sent
160
Against
( 8.Bo/o)
20
Cards Returned
( 42.5%) 68
Undecided
22
( 9.7%)
For
(82.3%) 56
Against
( 7.3%)
5
Undecided
(10.3%)
7
Blythe.ville deacons Cards Sent
Cards Returned
For
Against •
Undecided.

Hope deacons Cards Sent
·Cards Re.turned:
For
In all that has and could be said
Against
and written about the ministry to in-.
Pndecided
ternational students in the Northwest,
Pine Bluff deacons one fact is woven throughout it allthe students at Arkansas State College Cards Sent
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Manila Westside Church dedicated its
new auditorium Nov. 27. First a mission
of First Church, Manila, it was organized as a church in 1957. The membership is now 253. The congregation has
· built and paid for five building additions, heating systems, air conditioners,
new pews, furniture and teaching aid-s.
The new auditorium and the rebuilding
of the old one into a young people and
intermediate department cost $20,000.
'rhe pastor is Thur.lo Lee.

(71:,7%)
(75.7%)
( 6.0%) .
(18:1%)

46
33
25
2

6

. 33 .
(72.2%) 24
('83.3 o/o) 20
( 8.3%)
2
·( -8 .3%)
2
69

GIVE THE

Arians,~ 8,pttt
~

FOR CHRISTMAS
Turin to page 18 for information
on special offer. This is the gift
that comes, not once, but 50 times
a year,
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Ten Tigers picked
Ouac·h ita University's Tigers, trichampions in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference, placed four men on
the Coaches _All-AIC football team and
six on the honorable mention list.
Making the All-AIC offensive team
was Jim J-ordan, 170-pound senior quarterback from Camden, who set league
season records in four departments.
Jordan set a season passing record of
1,454 yards, a record number of completions with 104, a record number of
attempts with 316, and a new total
offense mark of 1,616 yards. He also
ranked third in punting with an average
of 37.5 yards.
·
Named to the defensive team were
three •Tigers who helped· Ouachita -compile the best defensive mark in the conference, an average of 159.6 rus·n ing
and 9,8.0 passing for a total opponent
offensive average of 257.6. They were
Jack Elliott, 185-pound senior end from
Blytheville; Walter Ramsey, 210-pound
middle guard from Aberdeen, Md.; and
Larry Wooldridge, l:75-pound sophomore safetyman from North Little Rock
who intercepted nine enemy passes.

l ··

BY THELMA EVANS ROMINE

I'll
rearrange
i ,
the family room
for window space; my
tree must occupy the prominent
place. I cook, I buy, ~ give to .
frier,i.ds-1 create a hustle, a bustle, a
din ;-Wait! Did r invite Him? At Yule-tide
I live in the back of the house-I stay
with the pots and pans; Will I
hear the Christmas guest
when He meekly asks
to ·come in? ·
1
And I,
1
will, I
make room for Him?

Selected to the honorable mention
list were Johnnie Johnson, 200-pound. junior tailback from Watson Chapel who
led the Tigers in rushing with 780 yar.ds
and the league in scoriRI\' with 72
points; J. T. Mc;Donald, 180-p'ound junior end from Arkadelphia who caught
28 passes for 369 yards; Chuck McFall,
190-pound senior defensive end froIJl
Blytheville and a starter for four years;
Ronnie Mayton, 200"pound sophomore
center linebacker from Van Buren.
Ouachita led the league in three individual statistics (passing, total offense,
and scoring) and in team statistics on
GREENE COUNTY OFFICERS-Above, left to right, are office1·s elected
defense. The Tigers finished fourth best by Greene County Association at its recent annual meeti.ng: Gen e Ra!!, vastor,
on team offense.
Immanuel, Patragould, first · vice· moderator; Jesse Holcomb, pastor, East Side,
Pa1·agonld, moclera,tor; Mrs. Charles Northen, -clerk; .Mr. Northen, treasurer. Not
shown is Sammi1 ,Stewart, pastor, Brown's Cha.v et, who was elect ed v ice moderaSeek student ~ialogue
tor. Theo 1'. Jam.es is 'IJ'l-issionary.
NASHVILLE-A pilot project to
learn the thinking and feeling of college tional programs. This reaction is espe- Guss Bass was chairman of the buildstudents has been undertaken by South- cially important in long--rang'e planning." ing committee and' Ronald Kimbell is
pastor.·
ern Baptist leaders here.
The first of the denominational dia"denominational
dia- logues were held at Ouachita UniverKnown
as
'The old building of the Oak Grove
logues," the pilot project has been ini- sity, Arkadelphia, Ark., and tlie · Uni- ·Church, used for -educational space, has
tiated by the Southern Baptist inter- versity of Arkansas, Fa.yetteville. (BP) sustained' a complete lo.ss by fire of unagency council for college, university
determined origin.
and seminary campuses.
·
Another building, the educational fa·The student department of the Bap- New Harmony buildings
cilities of First Church, Altheimer, was
tist Sunday School Board was assigned
damaged heavily by fire. Estimated' at
by the council's coordinating committee
Green Meadow Chapel, First Church, $7,000 the loss included the. heating eleto . take the lead in planning, conducting Pine Bluff, has. entei:eo.' its new $80;ooo ments. The church has completed i,t s
and evaluating the dialogues, which pre- building fiv~ miles south of the city. repairs and redecorations.
sent developments within the Conven- The auditorium will seat 350 and eduRankin Chapel has called Ben Kirby,
tion and its agencies and gauge student cational space includes 16 classrooms,
reaction.
three assembiles, a kitchen and fellow- Little Rock native, as pastor. A senior
ship hall and the church offices. john at Ouachita Univer.s ity, his ordination
"Student opinion is important. to Kilburn is ·p astor.
was set for Dec. 11 at First Church,
Sauthern Baptists," David K. AlexanLittle Rock where he is a member.
der, stµdent department secretary, said.
Oak Grove Church -has dedicated its
Greenlee Memorial Church ordained
"We must know their thinking and feel- new $18,000 building, whfoh ·houses an
ing toward major aspects of, denomina- auditorium, baptistry and serv'ice rooms. Wayne J enkenson as deacon Oct. 23,
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From the ch urche.s

Outdoors with Doc

Marshall Road o.r dains

by Ralph Phelps
~

·

.,,.

On th·e Amazon with Richard
Along with the "Do<l' we continue where we left off . last week with
MissioMry Richa,rd Walker, who has .just caught ten catfish we_ighing
from eight to 18 poU(Yl,ds on the Amazon River in Brazil.
"By this time the bug had a fair hold on me. Let's say that I spent 5 hours in a
15-day ·preaching trip, fishing for fish rather than men. But I enjoyed it. So now;
I go and buy me some hooks and line of my own, the net· already being mine. After
over a year in the middle of the best fishing area in the world, 'I plan a short, overnite fishing trip. We are going for catfish with a hook and line but will take the
net to catch our ·bait. I ·sue a hook big enough to use a 4 to 5-inch perch for bait.
It's just about 1 ½ hours by boat from Mana us. One of my .c hurch members here in
Manaus went with me. We left about 5 p.m. Right off, he (Mouacyr Alves) caught
one of those catfish-the likes of which I had already caught on other occasions.
Not· being a fisherman also, he really liked that.
·
"We had been fishing about two hours and I had let two or three· take my
bait without a catch-but they were biting enoug'h to keep one's hope up-then I
had a hard hit. I let him take about 6 or . ·8 yards of 'line before setting the hook.
When I did,, he very nearly pulled tne in with him. We were standing on some rocks
out in the river, .so I jumped into the canoe and our boat-boiV with me. I let the
fish • pull us around a bit as I pulled, him to the c<1noe little by little.' It didn't take
more than 15 minutes for him to tire down. I pulled him up along-side the canoe,
and Heraclides stuck him with a knife.
·
"Because we didn't have any scales, I'm giving a 20 lb. reduction in his weight.
We guessed' he weighed around 50 Kilograms .(1 kilogram equals 2;2 lbs.). So let
us say with certainty that ·he weighed at least 85 lbs. That's plenty big for me. We
took just the filet from him, without bones, and each side (leaving a large section
of the tail) weighed 15 lbs. If you measure fish like the . Texan once said he did, this
was 4½ inches between the eyes. For me, I feel like I have caught the one that got
away!
"Really, the fishing here is terrific. We have the 'Tucunare,' a fish more colorful than the rainbow trout, which likes the artificial spinner type bait and weighs
up to 15 or more lbs., but is good to eat up ti 2 and 3 lbs. Then we have the 'Pirarucu'
which someone told me is the largest, fresh-water, scale fish in the world. But
they usually don't bite a hook and are too big to net. You have to harpoon them.
1
This I have never done.
•
·
"The 'Tambaque' gets rather large too and .sometimes bites a hook, but for the
most ·p art are caught by large net and harpoon,.· The 'Piranha' most people don't
eat. (Also almost n0 one here eats a catfish except the Americans.) He is the
'man-eating fish' .of the Amazon. There are several types of them. Some have a
beautiful red belly and are called the 'Caju.' Others are white like an ordinary
little fish except for the teeth. In fact, I. mistook one of these for something 'else
until he took a hunk out of my thumb.

Marshall Road Church, Jacksonville,
ordained as deacons Nov. 20 Milford
Barnette, Don Crosby, Ronald Calicott,
Herbert Payne and Harold Thompson.
Wilbur Calicott, associational missionary in Missouri, brought the message.
He is the father of Ronald Calicott. D.
Cro.sby of Georgia, led the dedication
prayer. He is the Jather of Don Crosby.
Ronald Griffin, ·pastor, led in questioning the men and Mrs. Griffin gave the
charge to the new o'eacon's wives.

Attendance records were set that day:
Sunday School, 345, and Training Union,
180.
.
Mar.shall Road started in November
having two morning worship services.
Ground breaking is scheduled for the
first Sunday in January for the Children's building to house 280.

Hold first ordination
In its first ordination service since
church in Aug·ust, · Hl65,
becoming
Glen · Efm:d Memorial Church, Malvern,
ordained John R. Lide, Ronnie L. Massey, W. F. Sanders an<i' Earl Culpepper deacons Nov. 27. A. W. Upchurch
. Jr.~ pastor, was elected moderator of
the council, and Dr. James A. Rushing,
clerk. Mac Gates, former pastor, brought
the charge, and delivered the ordination sermon.

a

· Candidates were presented by Central
Associational Missionary Hugh Owen,
and W. L . .Barnes, retired minister ·o f
Malvern, lea· in the questions. Tom E.
Nix, deacon, Malvern First, led the ordination prayer and W. L. Brumley
Jr.,' deacon, Malvern Third, pronounced
the benediction. Miss Beth Massey of
Ouachita University, daughter of one
of the candidate.s, presented the special music, and Tommy Mad<i'ox, also
of Ouachita, . directed the music, with
Mrs. Ruffin Snow as accompanist.
Perry Blount, pastor, Sparkman First,
another former pastor, was also present.

Ordained at West Helena

Second Church, West Helena, ordained
four deacons Nov. 20: Ernest Justice,
J. P. Holland, Herschell Haile and
"But the 'Piranha Preta', or 'the black one,' gets rather large. I caught 7 of Henry Newton Adams.
these one day out in a lake where I was preaching. The largest measured 16 inches.
Windon Baker, chairman of deacons,
He weighed about 4 or 5 J.bs., I'd say. These I ate, and they were delicious, beautiled in the questioning' 9f the candidates.
ful white meat. I
Pastor Robert F. Tucker presented' the
"The waters are deep and wide here (about 300 feet deep in front of Mailaus) charge.
and the dolphin play everywhere, or maybe its the porpoise or both. Another
novelty for fresh water is the sea cow. I have never caug'ht one of these, but I
was close by when one was caught and got some of its meat. It was delicious, too.
REMEMBER,
Come see us and I promise you a good fishing trip, both for men and for fish.
EVERY TIME
Sincerely, Richard."
A FOREST

Nothing would suit Doc better than to be able to dispatch a few columns
from the Walkers' station.
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FIRE STRIKES,
YOU GET BURNE0I

ARKANSAS IAe.tlSI

Revivals
West Memphis First, Jan. 8-15; Dr.
W. 0. Vaught, evangelist; David Ford,
music director; Thomas A. Hinson, pastor.

Mal,$lolia Central, Dec. 9-10; youth
revival dates changed; Dean and Doug
Dickens, evangelists; Loyd L. Hunni-

cutt, pastor.
Magnolia Central, Apr. 16-~3; Dr.
Walter L. · Yeldell, pastor, Second
Charch, Hot Springs, evangelist; Loyd
I:... ~unnicutt, pastor:
WarrentQn, MQ., Church, Nov. 7-13;
Walter l{.. 'Nyer s, staff evangelist, First
" ' - . .,_ ' ,:.,:..,,,
.

Church, Little Rock, evangelist; Richard Pennington, staff musician, · ·First
Church, St. Charles, Mo., singer; Mrs:
Pennington, accompanist; Jerry and
Myra Crow, organist and pianist; 5 for
baptism; 2 by letter; 14 rededications;j
Dorsey L. Crow, pastor.
/

- - - - - - - - - - - - - A b o u t people
Nashville speaker

the National Association of Teachers
of Sing'ing regional auditions at Oklahoma University, Norman. He, is Tom
Pack, of Stephen, S. C., one of 400
voice stud.e nts partici,pating in the
events.

NASHVILLE - W. 0. Vaught Jr.,
pastor of Immanuel Chu11ch, Little
Rock, is to be guest speaker duringSpiritual Emphasis Week Dec. 19-22 at
the Southern Baptist Sunday School
Board in N ashvil\e.
The first person selected to speak
at the Board'.s Spiritual Emphasis
Week, Dr. Vaught will speak at two
services each day. He will speak on the
Holy Spirit and its divine leadership
in the Chr'fstian Life.
In previous years the Baptist Board
has had daily worship services for employees during its At-Home Week in
November. The At-Home Week is
time ·w hen all personnel, including field
-personel, stay in the office for internal
training programs.

a-

Miss Hairston returns
Miss Martha Hairston, Southern Baptist missionary to North Bra!zil, re-·
turned to her field' Nov. 25, following
furlough. She directs the Seminary of
Christians Educators, in Recife, a school
where women prepare for church-related
work (her address: Caixa Postal 1940,
Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil). Native of
Warren, she was an instructor at W om. en's Missionay Union Tr-aining School
(now merged with Southern Seminary),
Louisville, Ky., at the time of her missionary appointment, in 1951.

Two accept calls

On Catholic staff
·w.

O. VAUGHT JR.

Seminarian wins
FORT :WORTH, Tex.-A voice student in Southwestern Seminary's School
of Church Music 11ecently won first
place in the senior men's division of

---------'Deaths
MRS~ RUTH ELEANOR WILCOXON
ALLEN, 73, · Pine Bluff; Nov. 16: She
was the widow of Benjamin Wade Allen,
Hamburg postmaster, and the granddaughter of the late Hogan Allen, early
Ashley County Baptist minister and
legislator.
She was a member ~f First Church,
Pine Bluff, and Grace Sunday School
Class, and a former board member of
the Y.W.C.A. She also belonged to the
United Daughters of the Confederacy,
the J .A.S.S.E . . Club, the Daughters of
the American Revolution and the Pine
Bluff Garden Club.
MRS. ETHA MAE. ALLEN, 62, wife
of Harmon Allen, who has pastored several churches in Buckner and Ouachitli.
Associations, Nov. 15.

Two have accepted pastorates in
Washington-Mad'l.son Association. Arthur Page from Missouri begins his
ministry with Providence Church in mid-·
Mrs. Allen was born in Waldron and
December. Dean Sharp is the new pastor baptized by First Church there. After
of Johnson Church. (A.B)
her husband's retirement, her member-

Are You Moving?
Please give us your new address
before you move! _Attach the address label from your paper to a
postcard, add your new address including the zip code, and mail the
card to us.
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine
401 West Capitol Ave,
Little Rock, ,:Arkansas 72201
1
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NEW YORK, N.Y.-Dr. Harvey Cox,
author of the best-selling book, The Secular City, and an ordained Baptist
clergyman, will ' join the staff of Commonweal, national lay-edited Roman
Catholic weekly, as a regular columnist.
John Leo, associate editor of Common-;
weal, .s aid Dr. Cox's column will appeur
abQut once a month, and will focus on
some aspect of the urban scene.-American Baptist News Service.

ship was moved with his to Temple
Church. Waldron.
Funeral services were conducted from
First Church, Waldron, by Rev. E. B.
Lancaster.

DR. GARLAND DOTY MURPHY .
JR., 55, El Dorado, well known physican, past cornmand~r of the state De- ·
partment of the American and one of
the founders of the Legions'. National
Child Welfare F.o undation, Nov. 2'8, of
injuries suffered in an automobile accident ten days previous.
He was a member of First Church, ,
El Dorado, a Mason and a Shriner.
MRS. MAUDE LEWIS WILSON, 65,
Danville, Nov. 2,8. Active in local and
state music affairs, she had served as
organist, choir director and teacher of
First Church. She was charter president
of the Danville Music Club.

New subsc;ribers
Church
Pastor
One month free tr.ial received:
Cushman
Everett I. Sneed
New budget after free trial:
Long Ridge, Boonevilie . Lee Guinn
Saline
Maurice Hargis
New Budget:
Houston
· Bobby R. Cannon

Association

Independence
Buckner
Bartholomew
Conway-Perry
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So·uthern Baptist datelines------~--Executive is honored

Stat~ conventions approve
new Annuity Board program

NASHVILLE - The Tennessee Baptist Convention meeting here paid tribute, to its executive secretary, W. Fred
Kendell, on his tenth anniversary and
adopted a recorci' $5 million budget goal
for 1967.

DALLAS -The new Southern BapReed said up to four unmarried, detist Protection, Program proposed by pendent children under age 18 will be
the SBC Annuity Board has been ap- eligible for the child'. s benefit. The
proved by all 29 state Ba,Ptist conven- amount for each child will be 15 pertions during their annual meetings just , cent of what the normal retirement benc·ompleted,
efit at age 65 will be·.

The actual budget was set at $4.6
million, to be divided 33 ·percent 1to
Southern Baptist Convention worldwide causes, and 67 percent for state
causes. The remaining $400,000 of the
goal would be divided 50-50 for state
and SBC causes:

. Reed indicated that the educational
benefit calls for a maximum of $2,400
for each , unmarried, dependent child,
payable at the rate of $600 a year for
the initial four years of full-time study
immediately beyond high school.

The record' budget, marking the first
time Tennessee Baptists had voted to
strive to raise $5 · million in a single
year, compares to last year's goal of
$4.35 million.

R. Alton Reed, executive secretary
of the Southern Baptist Annuity Board
here, called the actions by the state
conventions "a continuation of a truly
history-making program which will become effective early in 1967."

4

.

This benefit, like the child's benefit,
He said the conventions' .a ctions allow the Annuity Boa,rd to accomplish is ·payable during the time a member
three major things: offer substantial is retired, disabled or upon his death.
increases in benefits to a member-minister, church or denominational employ- ·
"The one exception is in the child's
ee irt the former Southern Baptist Pro- benefit. Under early retirement, the
tection Plan, plus three new ones at child's benefit w~uld be 15 percent of
no extra cost for basic coverage; sim- the a-ccr~ed cre~its a m~mber ,,earned
plify participation for the member by __ be~ore his benefit was figured, Reed
requiripg only one certificate regardless said.
.
of where he may serve; and strengthen
The third new benefit is the dependthe program actuarilly by uniting ali ent parent, paya,ble if no widow sur- ·
resources of the plans, and by group- vives a member. "This benefit will be
ing together all salaried denominational the same amount as the widow benefit
employees to determine a more ac~u- and will be .paid to a qualified dependrate prediction of future mortality.
ent parent of the member only," Reed
said.
''The new program is similar in name
to the plans a member may now have.
But the similarity ends there when
most of the benefits are compared,"
Reed said.
'T he new program has three separate
parts: Plan A ( Southern Baptist Protection Plan) as the basic plan; and
Plan B (Age Security Plan) and Plan
C (Variable Benefit Plan) as supplemental plans. These will be incorporated in one certificate instead of separate ones as previously required.
"Under the new program," Reed said,
"disability benefits will be the same
amount a membe:t1 would receive if he
had continued to participate ·u ntil he
retired at age 65." Previously, $900 a
year was the· maximum amount a member could receive.
"Widow benefits will be the full 40
percent of what the normal retirement
benefit at age 65 will be," he said. Formerly, widow benefits were on a stepup formula, which took -six years to
reach the maximum.
"This benefit, like all benefits in the
program, begins after the initial year
of participation," he added.
The new benefits include a child's
benefit, educational benefit and dependent parent ben'e fit.
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Reed stated that dues costs in the
basic part do not increase. However,
individual churches · will be encouraged
to put a minimum amount up to ten
percent of the member's salary into the
program.
Dues payments on the initial $4,000
of the salary would go into the basic
part with the remaining dues a;;;signed
plans, as the member may select. (BP)

Plans for a new Tennessee convention headquarters building in Nashville
were announced, pending' approval of
the
Nashville Metropolitan Zoning
Board in December.
Kendell, former Baptist pastor from
Jackson, Tenn., who became executive
secretary 10 years ago, was ·p resented
a watch and a check for a two-week
·vacation. (BP)

New Mexico Baptists
CLOVIS, N. M. -Resolutions opposing the use of federal funds by, relig·ious institutions , calling for Baptists
to pray for peace, and urging preservation of "our great Banfr,t h<>ri-taP·e
and doctrine" were ,adopted her.e by
the Baptist Convention of New Mexico.
The convention adopted a record $1 ¼
million budget for 1967, including a
statewide Cooperative Program budget
goal of $620,000. This is an increase of
$32,000 over this year's budget. The
convention allocated $167,0.00 to worldwide causes through the Southern Baptist Convention. (BP)

Briefs from Baptist Press
Ben J;. Connell, 34-year-ob.t fofmer stud'ent di,rector and minister of ed,,uuwion at McElwain Chut·ch>. Binningham, ala., wi½l jo,!n the Brotherhood
C~mission ~an. 1

as a :field service constr~tant.

NASHVILLE-The name of the oldest functioning library in a Soul)ltft':A
Baptist J:hureh is the object of a search la1ltnched by the Sunday Scho-ol
!J3oawd's steering committee for National Library Week-Churclt UbraTy EJn;.
phasis 1-967. The oldei;t library will be featured in the promotion and publieit,: of th~ week, r,hich will be obSt!rved Apr, 16--22.
ATLANTA-The Southern Baptia.t Home Mission Board here has sugi.

gested that Baptist e11urehes invite JewJsh neighbors to join in the Janu~
sStUdJ of the Book -0t Amos. Wlitiam 8. Mitchell., Jewish w,01•k d~ector for tlii
Board, reeommeJd.ed a speeial Worl'd Home Bi.ble League edition of A~ -~
the study,. and s\ig'g(!sted that churches l)l'Ovide the booli: for Jewish neighbor-s.
NASHVILLE-Vance Ve~non, a S'o.uthern Baptist misstenary to BTai-l
.sinee 194~ recenbly beCMne a consuilta-nt in the church administration depart~
ment of the Baptist -Supday School Boar{! here. Jn his ne.w wo..rk, Vernon has
pl'e'ti'e'l,y new campus. '

ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Consider Negro merger

Reiect integration

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-The question of federal loans to Kentucky Baptist schools was re-opened here at the
Kentucky Baptist Convention only five
months after
special called convention
had adopted policy restrictions which
denied loans from federal .s ources.

JACKSON,' Miss. -The Mississippi
Baptist Convention, after nearly five
hours of debate, rejected a committee
study on church-state separation ·which
recommended, with certain reservations,
acceptance of federal loans.

a

Insteaci', the convention adopted a
vaguely worded substitute motion suggesting "that our institutions not make
ap-pli<;ation for, or accept, federal money."

Messengers ,t o the 129th annual convention also approved a motion instructing the denominational cooperation
committee of the convention to investigate the p_o ssibility of merger with a
Negro Baptist g'roup in the state-the
General Association of Baptists in Kentucky.
Earlier, the convention's Executive
Board had voted' to create a department
of inter-racial cooperation, effective Jan.
1, 1967. Actual union with the Kentucky
Negro Baptist group is considered to
be many years away. First .step is study
of the possibility.
Overwhelmingly approved was a motion by Georgetown College President
Robert L. Mills to reaffirm a 1949 policy
placing operation of Kentucky Baptist
institutions in the hands .of the trustees.
In effect, the motion may open the way
for the trustees of Kentucky Baptist
schools to borrow from federal sources
if they so desire. In introducing the- ~
motion, Mills stated that Georgetown
C o.11 e g e would consider accepting
government loans if the motion was approved'.
·
On June 27, a special called session of
the Kentucky Ba·ptist Convention had
specifically instructed the Kentucky
Baptist schools not to accept government loans and approved a budget increase of $300,000 per year for Baptist
schools in the .s tate.
Mills urged "reaffirmation of faith
and confidence" in the trustees and college administrators. He said that
Georgetown had financed two d'ormitories with federal loans in previous
years and "no government interference"
has resulted.
A record $3.5 million budget was ·ap·proved, and John C. Huffman, pastor of
First Baptist Church, Mayfield, Ky., was
elected as the new convention president.
Of $350,000 increase in the new budget, $300,000 will go to support Kentucky Bapti's t schools.-(BP)

'

Goal is reached
ATLANTA -Southern Baptists have
reached their annual Home Mission offering' goal for 1966. Although the offerings have been increasing year by
year, this is the first time since 1961
that the goal . ha.s been reached.
On Nov. 15, the 1966 Annie Armstrong· offering totaled' $4,001,775.89, according to the • ·S outhern Baptist Home
Mission Board here. The goal was $4
million. Receipts will continue to be
counted through December. (BP)
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The convention also rejected, on a
voice vote., resolution looking' with favor upon action by each of the boards
of trustee.s of denominational colleges
to admit all qualified students regard- ·
' less of race, color or national origin.

CHRISTMAS COVER - "And this
shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find
the babe wrapped in swaddling elothes,
lying in a manger"-(Luke 2:12). Baptist Bulletin Service emphasizes the
Chris'tmas story on the cover of its
Christmas edition this year. Every four
months ap,proxima,tely 13,000 churches
reeeive bulletins from Baptist Bulletin
Service. (BSSB Photo)

Pray for casualties
, HONOLULU, Hawaii -A special
Veteran's Day of prayer for the war
in Vietnam w·as helci' during the Hawaii Baptist Convention here.
The convention's executive secretary,
Edmund Walker, said that Hawaii Baptists are affected seriously by the conflict in Vietnam, and that Hawaii has
the highest ratio of casualties of any
state in the nation.
A $518,429 budget was ado·pted, with
a $78,000 Cooperative Program goal
that allocates 25 percent to Southern
Baptist Convention causes. (BP)

Favor 'fair housing'
WASHINGTON-The District of Columbia Baptist Convention went on record in support of fair housing practices
in metropolitan Washington.
The action came during the 90th annual se!tsion of the convention held in
the
Pennsylvania Avenue
Baptist
Church here. The convention is dually
aligned with the Southern Baptist Convention and the American Baptist Convention.
Messengers to the convention called
on Baptists and fellow Christians to
"work diligently for the implementation of fair housing practices through1
out the national capital area" and "to
lead by example in making people of
all · minority races and religions welcome to move •into our communities and
join our churches on the same basis
as all others." (BP)

The resolutions committee recommended that the resolution on integration be rejected because it dealt with
administrative policies of admissions
that the convention's •constitution leaves
entirely to the boards of trustees ..
The record budget is an increase of
$230,000 over the 1966 budget, and allocates $1,145,000 to support Southern
Baptist Co·r tvention causes. (BP)

OK federal loans
ALEXANDRIA, La. -The Louisiana
Baptist Convention adopted' guidelines
on church-state separation ·which "in
spirit" will permit federal loans to Louisiana Baptist institutions. The convention, however, will forbid acceptance of
government grants to state Baptist institutions.
The convention adopted a record $3,275,000 budget and reselected Ray Rust,
pastor of First Church, Bastrop, La.,, as
the convention president. (BP)
·

A.ri.zona nixes grants
PHOENIX, Ariz.-The Arizona
Southern Baptist Convention adopted
here a recommendation which forbids its
institutions from accepting' federal
grants or loans. Approving' the report of
its long-range planning committee, the
convention in!jtructed its agencies and
institutions "not to receive funds provided by the government except for
services i,endered."
I

The convention authorized purchase
of a new headquarters bu\lding for its
Executive Board staff, the offices of its
related agencies, and the Baptist Book
Store. Located at 400 W. Camelback
Road in Phoenix, the three-story building was appraised at about $400,000,
and is to be pu_rchased at about $258,000. The convention now has its offices
at 315 West McDowell in Phoenix.
The convention ' adopted a record
$692,318 budget, which includes a statewide Cooperative Program goal of $375,000 that will allocate 21 per cent to
Southern Baptist Convention causes.
(BP)
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Your state conve.ntion at work
Letter from a pastor
Dr. Ralph Douglas
401 West Capitol
Little Rock, Arkansas
Dear Brother :i;:>ouglas,
This is a note to share with you some
of the highlights and ble.s sings our "
Church has received in using the "Step
Forward of Faith Program."

In May of this year we discussed the
program and in June the Church
adopted the program. After the Church
adopted the program we set at once to
get organizea' so that we might put it
on in the Fall.
Dr. Fred Rutledge was elected as General Chairman and led the Church in
every pl;lase of ·preparation in the most
outstanding manner. In all of the committees that were appointed to serve,
out of one hundred persons asked only
one person refused to serve. There was
a real spirit of revival in all of the
weeks that followed from June until
last Sunday. There were greater · numbers of persons added to the Church
than in any other time in recent years.
Sunday School attendance increased
38 percent and Training Union has increased as of last Sunday 200 ·p ercent.
An increase in the Morning Worship
wa.s 34 percent and in the Evening worship there was an increase of 55 percent.
On Demonstration Day September 11,
the Church came together to give over
$1,800.00 as compared to $600.00 a year
ago. The deacons and pastor on the following Sunday had a 98 percent participation in dedication day. The following
Sunday the leadership had a 90 percent
participation on dedication day. The
Church last Sunday when the. membership returned their cards we found that
we were less tha-n $50.00 from pledging
our budget of $1,220.50· per week. We
have one hundred families that have
not returned their cards, but there is
every indication that we will go well
over our budget.
Last Sunday morning our offerings
were $1,877.40 as C'ompared to $650 .00
one year ago.
The Church voted to raise the Cooperative Program by 39 percent and
also raised the gifts to Associational
Missions. The over all budget was raised
29.91 percent. Gifts for last month
showed an increase of over 100 percent

Farewell ahead!
This article is intended to be a
personal message to every Arkansas Baptist. Read it!
I am retiring
on Dec. 31 of
this year, after nearly 21
years as Brotherhood
Secretary of the
Arkansas Baptist State Convention. Surely
I am grateful
to God for His
leadership and
MR. TULL
for His preserving care during all these years
and through the hundreds of thousands of miles I have travelled
in the promotion of Brotherhood
work and other phases of the
work or the Kingdom.

It has been a wonderful experience to · serve Arkansas Baptists
in a program built squarely on
- the Christian ideals of dedication,
stewardship, and evangelism. I
look back on the rich experiences
which God has given me, with a
heart full of gratitude to Him and
to Arkansas Bapti:;ts; and I look
forward to the work which He
still has for me to do.
What shall I do in retirement?
The answer is that I will serve
as the Lord leads in revh1als, soulwinning C l in i C s, conferences,
camps, pulpit supply-in short,.
in any wor'k that the Lord lays
before me to do.
I will continue my work as Brotherhood Secretary through Dec.
31. If I can .serve you, call on me.
-Nelson Tull
over the :;ame mon_th a year· ago.
The ·people have experienced many
great blessing.s and some of the best
were had' in the home visitation program on last Sunday evening. The
Church included an adequate salary for
a full time mipister of mu.sic.
Sincerely,
Lewis E. Clarke, pastor,
First Baptist Church,
Marianna

FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS
. JOIN
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The birth of Jesus
Born in an empty stable bare,
Not even a trundle bed was there,
Borrowed the swadling clothes tc
wear,
The King had come to His own.
Bright were the stars that wondrous night,
Angels paused in their heavenly
flight.
Shepherds hastened to see the
sight;
A Savior had been born.
Earth was silent that midnight
hour.
Heaven was casting its sweetest
flower
Into an earthly mould or_ bower,
The Lily of the Valley in bloom.
Wise- men came from foreign lands
Bringing gifts with willing hands,
Kneeling humbly on foreign
strands
To worship the King new born.
And God looked down on the sons
of men
And saw them guilty and lost ' in
sin;
Through Jesus He offered them
life again,
The Lamb of -God was come.

Reduced clergy fares
NEW YORK-Railroads will continue
to offer reduced fir-st-class passenger
fares to clergy during the year 1967, it
has been announced -b y the Clergy Bureaus of Eastern Railroads. ·
Fifty percent reductions in railroad
first-class passenger fares is available
to ordained and licensed ministers, missionaries, theological students and many
other categories of religious workers
who obtain a certification coupon book
from the railroad bureaus.

6,

First Mortgage
Church Bonds
for sale
$250.00
$500.00

0

Rev. Jack Parchman, Pastor
Crystal Valley Ba,p tist Church
Phone SK 8-0770
Route 6, Box 211
North Little Rock, Ark. 72118
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GIVE ... ~o .m ore will live©

HE·A RT FUND

;

Sav ''Merrv
Christmas''

®

with books

Femi-nine intu itio·n
by Harriet Ha l I

• •
Gifts, prayers for m15s1ons
My preacher-hus·b and has a preacher-brother who writes letters in which
he sometimes lets his hair down. Recently he wrote, "We've got busy days ahead
in our church plans for the budget, the revival, etc., and on t op of all that
we've got to get Lottie to the Moon!"
My brother-in-law was exactly right, for of course he simply meant that we
mu_s t go "all out" to achieve our goal for world missions.
Seriously, it is with genuine pleasure that we approach this time of the year
when we unite to achieve a worthy goal for a wonderful cause-that of ma.king
God's plan of redemption known to the entire ~orld.
On a day-to-day basis we sometimes show utter disregard for the needs of
others. As the Christmas season nears ~we should find it easier to show our love
and concern for others.
Jesus was God's missionary to us. The least we can do i-s to help tell others
what the Gospel is all about. Isaiah 96 reads, "For unto us a child is born,
unto us a son is given." Charles Hadden Spurgeon once said that the main
emphasis of this verse is the word "given" because Jesus was truly God's gift
to a lost world.
This week, Dec. 4-11, is being observed by thousands, even millions, as a
week of prayer as well as a time of giving for world missions. It should not be
hard for us to pray for the needs of our world'. As we think of troubled Southeast
Asia let us pray for an end to the heartbreak and misery there. James said,
"The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man ·availeth . much."
Let us pray that the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering goal will be reached·.
It will enable the operatin·g expenses for many missions programs to be continued; it will turn needed buildings, schools, medical , equipment, etc., into realities
around the world.
Let us pray not only that the material needs will be met, but that spiritual
needs will be filled. Even as the world needs the 'Christian missionary witness,
your home, your church, and your community need-s your personal witness of love
and Christ-like liying.

\

Elton Trueblood once said that man has made at least a start on discovering
the meaning of human life when he plants shade trees under which he knows full
well he will never sit. An unknown poet has given us a poem entitled, "Paradox."

It is in loving-not in being loved The heart is blest;
It is in giving-not in seeking gifts We find our quest.
If thou art hungry, lacking heavenly food -

Give hope and ·cheer.
If thou art sad and wouldst be comforted -

,.

Stay sorrow's tear.
Whatever be thy longing and thy need That do thou give;
So sh~ll thy soul be fed, and thou indeed, .
Shalt truly live.

Comments, suggestions, or questions,
Fayetteville, Ark.

DE
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may be

addressed to Mrs.

Andrew

Hall, Mt.

Sequoyah

Drive,

..__

THE THINKING BOOK
Melva Cook.
Pictures by William Du_gon.
A preschool child meditates
or.i the exciting fact that
people can think. Ages 4 -5
(26b)
$1.35
BARRY AT CHURCH
Eugene Chamberlain.
Pictures by
Dorothy Teichman.
Barry's interesting adven tures show nursery-age children ali the nice things they
enjoy at church. Ages 1-3
$1.35
(26b)
WHEN MARCI~ GOES
TO CHURCH
Doris Monroe. Illustrated by
Moggie Dugan.
.,
Marcia's experiences at ,
church help children understand each part of the worship service. Ages 6-8 (26b)
$1.35
THE BIBLE IS A
SPECIAL BOOK
LoVerne Ashby. Illustrated
by Anne R. Kasey.
As Jim reads the Bible ta his
grandmother, he discovers
"its long and interesting life
story. Ages 6-8 (26b) $1.35
THE BIBLE STORY BOOK
Bethann Von Ness.
Illustrated by
Harold Minton.
The living narrative of the
entire Bib le in language
children understand and
adu lts enjoy reading with
them. Has 298 stories, 130
illustrations, and a 70-page
su.pp le-ment. 672 pages.
$4.95
(26b)
HOW THE BIBLE
CAME TO US
Robbie Trent. lllu'stroted by
Don Fields.
This history of the Bib le,
traced from patriarchal times
ta the present, allows the
Bible ta tell its own story
everywhere possible. Ages
9-up (26bl
· $2.95
Order Broadman Children's
Books from Your
BAPTIST BQQK STORE
___,4,.::.0S~S_!!ring-LI ti

Roe

Paae

hlrte.en

STUDENT NIGHT

Clergymen

AT CHRISTMAS

FLY FOR 1/2 F~RE
Central's Clergy Card entitles you to UNLIMITED /HALF-PRICE AIR TRAVEL,:' to
over-45 cities on Central's 6-state·system.
Cards are available to any minister of
religion for just $5.00 per calendar year.
Call Central Airlines for details or mail
.~'Minimum fare $5.00 one way.
c·oupon below.

1. Suggested programs, posters, etc.
available from

Student Dept.,

401 West Capitol, Little· Rock.

Fly CENTRAL
•
2. Bulletin inserts concerning Stu- '
dent Work in Arkansas available
from Tract Room, 401 West Capitol, Little Rock.

I
I
I
I

·I
I
II
II

-------------------- II
CENTRAL AIRLINES
P. 0. Box 2554, Fort Worth, Texas 76 l 2~

I
I

Sales Promotion Department
Gentlemen:
•
I am interested in obtaining a Clergy Identification
Card. Please send me an application form.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,___
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,

II

I
II
I

I, ____________________,I
CITY-----STATE .

ZIP#-

The bookshelf------------One of the great blessings we 20th
Century Americans enjoy-one we may
take too much for granted-is the
great abundance of Bibles that are available on the current market. Two of the
latest to be published are: a pocket-size
eilition nf thP. R;hJP in thP. Revised Standard Version, published by Zondervan, and a large, five-pound Bible-The
Jerusalem Bible, published by Double- .
day,
The Zondervan Bible, as would be expected in a Bible compressed into such
small space, is in very small type and
requires good vision or good spectacles
on the part of the reader.' Again, in t:be
interest of compactness, the Bible has no
concordance and carries a minimum of
footnotes. It does have a few pages of
valuable helps, including a listing of
"60 Great Passages from the Bible," the
parables 'of Jesus, "Bird's-Eye View of
Page Fourteen

Bible History," and "The Chief Events
in the Life of Jesus."
The Jerusalem Bible is an entirely
new, genuinely contemporary version of
the Bible for the modern ri ider. It i-s
based on the famous French Bible de Jerusalem, reflecting decades of research,
study, and translation from the ancient
Greek and Hebrew ·texts. Its editor is
Alexander Jones, noted biblical authority, assisted by a panel of outstanding.
biblical and literary experts. It features
concise and comprehensive introductions
and notes. The Bible is bound -in maroon
buckram with gold stamping and comes
in an attractive slipcase. It sells. for
$16.96.
Still another new Bible, this one also
from the Zondervan presses, is the New
·Encyclopedic Reference Edition, a large
study Bible carrying the pu~lisher's

"lifetime guarantee." 'This is' in the King
James Version, but the spelling has been
corrected to conform' with present-day
American English. For example, Noe
has been changed to Noah; odour to
odor; payed to paid; valour to valor, etc.
Found at the front of the book is a
Biblical Cyclopedic Index, from Genesis
to Revelation, beginning with Aaron
and going to Zuzrim, arranging the terms
alphab~tically and giving the book,
chapter, verse, and page where every
reference is to be found. Following the
index is a listing of Biblical statistics,
including "fascinating facts about the
Bible for laymen and teachers."
Other special study guides include:
"Outline History of the Twelve Apostles"; tables of weights and measures"Metrology of the Bible"; "Prayers of
the Bible"; and ·"Prophecie,ii of the Messiah Fulfilled in Jesus Ohr'ist".
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Indoctrination
or frustration?

P.LEASE
USE YOUR ZIP
CODE Nl:IMBER

"Rooted and built up in him. (CMist),
and stablished in the faith. . ." ( Colossians 2 :7).

Whenever you request any change
in your mailing pla'te for the Arkansas
Baptist. Newsmagazine.
Plates are now filed by zip code;
therefore, we must have this
number to locate your plate.
Thanks!

" . . . .Tossed to and f;o, and carried
about with eve1·y wind of doctrine . . , ."
(Ephesiatns 4:15).
Mr. Average Baptist Church Member ·can be described by ~e or .the other
of the above statements. Leaci'ers in
every •church would agree that their
church aim is to achieve that spirjtual
maturity described in the initial statement. Yet, some churches do not provide the training needed to lead their
members to spiritual maturity.
The church that does not have a
Training Union is leaving its members
to be frustrated, "tossed to and fro."
For nowhere else in the ·p rogram of a
Baptist church is there a systematic
approach to the study of Bible doctrine.

ARKANSAS BAPTIST
NEWSMAGAZINE
401 WEST CAPI.TOL AVENUE

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72201

IJqptisf beliefs

To be sure church members are instruc.ted' in Bible truth. in a Sunday
School class, or in program matel'ials
of other church program org'anizations.
BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
And, admittedly, they receive considerable Bible knowledge from the pastor's preaching progam. However, the Pastor, First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, IJllid past president,
Southern Baptist Convention.
knowledge gained from these experiences
may be fragmented and may relate to
a specific doctrine or belief only inci"Whereupon, 0 king. Agrippa, I was not disobedient unto the heavenl11 videntally.
sfon"-Acts 26:19.
But in Training Union, church memPaul had· just related his drarp'a tic_ conversion experience on the Damascus
bers are provided an "in de·pth" stud'y road (26: 12-18). He had seen the- risen Christ. Certainly this was involved in
of particular doctrines. The.se oppor- his "heavenly vision." But was that all? No. For his vision involved not only
tunities recur periodically, with empha- his conversion- but also his commission.
·
sis upon various beliefs of the ChrisJesus saved him for a "purpose" (v.16). He was to be a "minister" (undertian faith. Members of unions delve into
these doctrinal studies and spend con- rower of Christ) and a "witness" of what he had seen (the living Christ) and
siderable time in discussing them. Thus, what he will yet see as Christ watches over him in his ministry to a lost world
they arrive at a doctrinal position satis- (v. 17.) . He is "to open .their eyes," turning them from darkness to -l ight and
factory to themselve·s.
· delivering them from ·Satl!,n's powers. Thus they will receive forgiveness and an
inheritance in Christ (v.18).
The church, that does not have a
That Paul was not disobedient to this vision is seen in verse 20 : He began in
Training Union can secure assistance
in starting a prc;>gram of training for Damascus, where he was, and preached at Jerusalem, in · Judea, and to the
its members. Church leaci'ers are en- Gentile world. No price in s1;1ffering was too great for him to pay as he followed
couraged to contact the Training Union his vision. Even as he spoke he was in prison facing possible death. It is no
director for the association with which wonder that he ~lazed a trail of · evangelism throughou.t. the pag·an Roman
their church is affiliated. Additional world, and wro~ght a work _w ithout parall~l in Christian history.
help may be secured by writing to the
The ''vision" which Paul followed should be · that of eve1:y Christian. We
state Training Union Secretary as listed
are saved for a purpose, a purpose which does not end with oui: conversion. Too
below:
1
many of us are satisfied to be boj'n again; and then to remain. ha-bes in Christ.
Ralph W. Davis
Until twentieth century Christians catch and follow this first century vision,
306 Baptist Building
the cause of Christ will never make in out time the impact upon a pagan world
Little· Rock, Ark.
that it made in Paul's day.

Paul's vision of Christ

" •.• se~ ·the Land, what it is, and the people
·that dweUeth therein" (Numb.ers 13:18).
For free Information on travel _to Israel, brochures, •
maps, posters, films, itineraries and Information,
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write to Israel Government Tou.rlst Office, Dept. B,
805 Peachtree Street, NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30308.
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Confer .on educational policies at Washington
WASHINGTON, D. C.-One hundred
and sixty Baptists from nine denominational groups met here for a threeday consultation on "'The Role of the
Christian 'T hrough Church and State in
Education."
The o.c casion was the lOtl:r annual religious liberty conference sponsored by
the Baptist Joint Committee on Public
Affairs. G. Emanuel Carlson is 'the executive director.
The three ar.eas of discussion were
religious education, public education,
and higher education.
Albert McClellan, program planning
secretary of the Executive Committee
of the Southern Baptist Convention, presiding at the concluding plenary session,
said that over the past decade a changed
methodology has· been introduced into
Baptist life by these annual conferences.
Baptists have shifted frum a traditional polemical approach to problems
and issues to the process of dialogue
and consultation, McClellan said. 'This
is an advance over the out-dated "anecdotal" method of arriving at conclusions,
'he said.
James M.- Sapp, director of corre1ation
services for the Baptist Joint Committee,
e}.p1a1nea tnat tne fmdings of the confel'ence are "in no sense official." He
said that the reports of the val'ious sections are binding on no· one.
The conference reports are given to
the Baptist Joint Committee for guidance regarding its own positions. In
turn recommendations may be made to
Baptist conventions, conferences, and
agen~ie_s. Eventually __pronouncements

6% INTEREST
Colorado Southern Baptist
.~hurch Loan
Bonds
,

FOR
OFFERING OIROULAR
Tear out and mall .to
BW Landen, ADM,
Colorad~· Baptist General
Conveaaon

P.O. Bos: 22005 .
Deuver, Colondo 80222

Name ......: ......................... -···········-·····
Address ·····-···················· . -····-····-···-·
City ·········••.•······························-···········
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With Scottish accent
NASHVILLE-Literature published by the Sunday School Board
of the Southern Baptist Convention here is also being taught with
a Scottish accent due to an agree. m'ent between the Boa1·d and the
Baptist Union of Sc-o tland.
The Boa.rd began publishirig the
literature for the Baptist churches
in Scotland after reaching an
agreement with 'the department of
Christian education of the Baptist
Union of Scotland last April. One
section of the agreement states
that the BUS's department of
Christian education will promote
and recommend the literature publishe!l by the Board.
' The ·e xecutive committee of the
Baptist Sunday School Board
voted unanimously in favor of the
agreement. ·
a'ird official positions are arrived at after
an analysis of, facts, issues, Baptist
principles, and Christian concerns.
In short, Sapp continued, the conference method is an implementation of
the democratic process in arriving at
positions on ·current issues . .
In addition to Baptist viewpoints the
conferees heard "outside" voices and approaches. The Very 'Rev. Msgr. James
C. Donohue, dire\!tor of the Department
of Education, National Catholic Welfare
Conference, addressed the conference on
"The Future of Catholic Education."

ferences on the general theme of "the
role of the Christian through church
and state." The conference next · year
will take up the subject of the welfare
r.1ini stry of the Christian and of c·h urches. The conference for 196•8 is tentatively scheduled for "international relations."
However, one section recommended to
the Baptist Joint Committee that it ,consider a conference on "the churc·h 's ministry on the campuses of the state
schools.''. This subject could possibly be
substituted for the one on international
relations by the · Baptist Joint Committee.
Representatives of the following Baptist groups participated in the conference: American Baptist Convention,
Baptist Federation of Canada, Baptist
General Conference, National' Baptist
Convention, National Bapti-st Convention, Inc., North American Baptist General Conference, Progressive 'B aptist
Convention, Seventh Day Baptist Gen-·
eral Conference, and the Southern B111ptist Convention. (ABNS)

SC reports peace
at annual meeting
GREENVILLE, S. C. -In what some
veteran messengers called its most
peaceful and harmonious convention in
years, the South ·Carolina Baptist Convention adopted a record $4 1/4 million
budget and heard a major address by
the president of the Baptist World' -Alliance.

rw. R. Tolbert, vice pre.s ident of the
Republic of Liberia and head . of • the
B. W. A., received a standing ovation
from the convention following his address.

Donohue indicated that Catholic education is undergoing a thorough reevaluation by the Roman Catholic
Church. New, revolutionary and imaAnother · dignitary attending the conginative approaches to the Church's • vention was the governor of South C,areducational mission are being discussed olina, Robert McNair, who registered
in Catholic circles, he said.
as a messenger from First Church, Columbia, S. C.
Richard L. Renfield, associate secretary of the Educational Policies Com' Plans were initiated for "an appromission, National Education Associ- ·priate celebration" of the 150th anni•ation, addressed the conference on versary of Baptist work in South Caro''American Public Education for the Fu- lina during' the sesquicentennial year,
ture." He ext0lled science as the key 1971.
factor in human progress and advocated
The 1967 budget of $4 ¼ million, an
"the · scientific approach" to all educaincrease of ,$500,000, retained' a larger
tion.
percentage of allocations for South Carolina causes than in previous years.
The conferees sought to identify the
needs and issues in education confrontThe uncontroversial convention was
ing present-day- Christians. They discussed basic principles that apply to in contrast to last year's meeting when
these needs and issues. They then sought Furman University, Greenville, was orto set forth general ·guidelines for Bap- dered to return a federal grant it had
tist agencies in working out future pol- earlier accepted for construction of a
science building, and the convention
icies-.pledged to raise the funds to replace
This tenth conference on. religious lib- the $6il,898 denied in federal funds.
erty began the first of three annual con- (BP)
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her future ...... .
·a·nd th e f utu re of her
brothers are in

YOUR HANDS!·

. . .. this, too, i$ missions! ·•
.

'

..

PLEASE PROVIDE FOR THEM DURING
YOUR THANKSGIVING OFFERING

.THE ARKANSAS BAPTIST . ·
HOME FOR CHILDREN · . ·
Monti~ello, Arkansas
Maurice Caldwell,· superintendent
EMBER 8; 1966
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vlie ~i/t vliat Keep, on ~wing
Why not give your relatives and friends a ,subscription to the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine.
Your gift subscription will convey your me~sage of love
and good cheer every single week for an entir~ year, for
only a few cents a week.

A Letter Will Be Sent From Our Office
Notifying Each -One of Your Gift,

•
• ..
, Happiness
1s
By PATRICIA LEMONDS
MISSIONARY JOURNEYMAN .J N RHODESIA
Happiness is being a missionary journeyman in Sanyati, Rhodesia.
When I look into the faces of my
African students, sing. hymns in Shona
,on Sunday morning, and say, "M"agwanani" (good morning) to people on
,my way to school, "my cup runneth
.over" with joy.
i

1 Hap·piness is hearing the missionaries
!thank Goci' for us journeymen.
I

1 The doctors thank God for Linda ,
!stringer, a medical technoligist. Sanyati Baptist Mission Hospital had not
had a qualified technoligist for 10 years
before she came. Betty Wright makes
a second registered 1 nurse in ·t he hospital. They are answers to many earnest
prayers.

As a teacher, I am part of the answer
to other prayers.
________$2.25 as usual

One subscription._

Each Additional Subscription--~--------------------------------$2.00 each
Please send the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine for one
year to each of the following, as a Christmas gift from me.

My check for $..... ,................. ,accompanies this list.
Name ......................................................................................................
Street or P.O. Bo:1..................................................ZIP Code............. ,

City.................................................................... State........................... .
Name ................................................................................ : ................... .
Street or P.O. Box................................:................ .ZIP Code..............
City..........................,......................................... State.. .........................

Missionaries thought . ab-out starting
a secondary school 10 years ago, but
had no personnel. As plans for the
school progressed, Ralph and Laverne
Rummage, a missionary couple already
in Rhodesia, felt God leaqing them to
teach at Sanyati. ·The Rummages, Missionary James Westmoreland of Sanyati, and Michael Makosholo, an Af- .
rican who recently graduated from O1,1achita Baptist University, Arkadelphia·,
Ark., were the teachers when the school
opened in January, 1966. ,Now I work
with them.
, This is the only Baptist secondary
school in Rhodesia. We hope to train
young ·people to assume leadership roles
in Baptist work.
Happiness is doing God's will.

Name .................................... ·-····· ......................................................... .
Street or P.O. Box.................................................:ZIP ·Code............. .
Ciff.................................................................... State........................... .

Name ........................... . ............................................ .................. ,........ ..
Street or P.O. Box................................... :'. ............,ZIP Code............ ..

City.................................................................... State.......................... ..

-------....------------Please indicate if you would like to be notified at expiration.
This order is from

Name ................................................................................................. ·...
Street..................... . ............................................. ZIP Code.....· ........ ..
City. ·............................................ ,.. _.............. _.stat~ .................... ·.......
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Each day brings new excitement and
challenges for each of us. Linda is setting up her · own laborat0ry. Betty is
serving more in an administrative role
than in direct nursing. And I-an English major in college-am teaching' algebra and geometry.
Happiness is eating beef and sadzathe staple food of the Africans in Rhodesia-at the dedication of a new church
builci'in!f. Most of the money for the
building was supplied by Southern Baptists, but the church members did all
the lab.ot.
Happiness is looking at the stars as
I ride my; bicycle to prayer meeting's
on Wednesday night. The stars seem
brighter and clearer here. Or did I ever
stop to look up in the States?
Smiling faces, the joy of gathering
with Christian people regardles..s of
race, singing "To God Be the Glory" in
Shona, and being a missionary journeyman bring inexpressible happiness.
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INSTITUTIONS---------

Thank You,

Arkansas Baptists!
,

'

We are grateful beyond words to the pastors and people
who so diligently promoted the Thanksgiving Offering during
this past seasof!. If the offerings continue to come in as they
are, we will

o~ able to continue without worry,

our many ser-

vices to needy children in Arkansas, and even enlarge our pro-gram so that we can do more.

YOUR WORK, and your LOVE for God's children is making all this possible. May God bless you is our prayer!

Arkansas Bapti·st Home For Children

Monticello, Arkansas
Maurice Caldwell, superintendent

·DECEMBER 8, 1966
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Ch-ildren! s nook---------------

A HOME FOR CHANG
"I'm cold and hungry," said Chang.
He shivered and shook in the doorway of a dark all,e y
where he was trying to sleep.
BY FLORENCE DUNCAN LONG

."I'll be glad when morning comes. Maybe I can find someone who will give me food."
He dozed a few minutes at a time throughout the long,
cold night. When the sun came up, he stumbled out of the
alley along with other beggar boys. His ragged clothing
hung loosely on his · thin body. He was a pitiful sight. Poor
Chang was hungry and cold most of the time. He had no
home ,and no parents.
The boy had walked a short distance when he met a man.
"Good morning," the man said kindly. "Would you like to
come home with me?"
Chang thought the , man wanted him ,to be a servant in
his house. Because Chang knew this meant he would' be given
food, he went gladly.
The kind man took him to ·a big house where he was welcomed by a woman with a pleasant smile. After a warm,
soapy bath, he wa.s given clean clothing. Then he had dinner.
He had ne;ver in his life seen so muc-h food. How good it was!
After Chang had eaten, the woman sat down beside him.She said, "You will no longer need to beg. This will be
yo1,1r home. You may call us Mother and' Daddy. The other
boys who· live here w-il! be your brothers."

BIBLE GIFTS
By BARBARA ANDREWS

This was good news to a boy who could not remember ever
having a home or a family.
At ftrst Chang did not like to take so many baths. This
was a new experience for him. But before long he liked to be
as clean and neat as his "brothers" were. He learned that
this was a home for beggar boys. The people here- were
Christiam.
Chang liked to hear about Jesus and to know that Jesus
was his frienci'. He learned to ·pray. He liked, too, the happy
.songs he sang with the other boys. He especially liked "Jesus'
Loves Me" and "What a Friend We Have in Jesus."
Often Chang said, "My life as a beggar boy was hard. I
am thankful that I now have a family, good· food, clean
clothing, and a warm bed. The people in faraway America,
who send money to buy all these things for this home for
boys in Korea, must love the Lord very much."
Many other beggar boys in Korea have not fom:id a hoine.
( Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
God gave us the greatest gift of all. This is the gift of
eternal life t_hrough Jesus Christ. See if you can fill in the
puzzle blanks which concern other Bible gifts.

ACROSS
2.

Before offering yqur gift at the altar, be reconciled to
your - - - . (Matthew 5:24)

4.

- - , and it will be given you. (Matthew 7 :7)

6.

- - - was a gift from the Wise Men. (Matthew 2:11)

8.

Every perfect gift is from---. (James 1:17)

.

\

10.

At Pentecost the apostles receiyed' the gift of the - - - . (Acts 2:4)
DOWN
,

1.

was t}le first pri'est of the children of lsNiel.
(Exodus 28:1)

3.

The - - - is the Lord's share of your possessions. (Numbers 18:26)

5.

The disciples scolded a woman for her gift of - - - to
Jesus. (Matthew 26:8-9)

7.

Jesus told the man cured of leprosy to offer a g'ift as
- - - had instructed. (Matthew 8:4)

9.

The poor widow gave all .s he ,had<----emall coins.
(Luke 21:2.)

ANSWERS
OMl '6 'saso:w 'L 'lUaUllUJO ·g 'atml 'f!, 'uo.rnv 'I =N.M.Oa

A{OH 'OI 'aAoq-e '8 'q,I.IA'.Ul ·9 ':irs-e

·v
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Life and. Work

God restores his people

D.ecember 11
Isaiah 35, Ezra 1 :1; 2:1; 3 :1-5

BY L. H. COLEMAN
PASl'OR, IMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH, PINE BLUFF

The last lesson dealt primarily with
the fall of the northern kingdom in 722
B. C. All the kings from Jeroboam to
Hoshea did that which was evil in the
sight of God. Consequently, the northern
kingdom was short-li.ved. Upon the fall
in 722 B. C. the ten tribe.s were deported
and lost in historical records.
·

I. From 722 B. C. to, 587-86 B. C.
The Bible traces the history of Judah
with graphic description. Last week's
lesson closed with disobedience in Judah
(Cf. II Chron. 36). What happened
from the fall of the northern kingdom
to the fall of Jerusalem? What were
the differences between the kings ·of
t.he north and of Judah?
The whole history of Judah reflects
the lasting' influence of David. Judah
had the advantage ,of having Jerusalem
as its ·political and religious capita:L 'l?he
centralized ·worship of J eho·v ah proved
to be a national unifying force. The
very presence of a great temple (built,
of course, by Solomon) helped to keep to
a minimum the practice of idolatry. To
be sure the temple with its glorious
heritage was a stabilizing force to the
nation. Furthermore several of the kings
of Judah were true worshippers of Jehovah (i .e., Asa, Joash, Amaziah, ·Hezekiah, and Josiah). The · people of Jud'ah
with fts fertile soil somehow fared better
economically than Israel in the north.
Because Judah's geographical position
made for a type of seclusion invasion
was more difficult.
However, Judah also went tlie route
of captivity. She endured longer, but sin
anci' idolatry were the story even · in
Judah. ·Perhaps the • worst king in
Judah's history was Manasseh, who
reigned 55 years (See II Kings 21:16).
He was totally unlike his father, Hezekiah, a good king and friend of Jehovah
Under Manasseh idolatry flourished. He
established in several. localities the
shrines of Baal, Astarte, Moloch and
other pagan gods. He even practiced a
ritual of Moloch worship, c·hiJd sacrifice.
The fall of Jerusalem came at the
hand's of the Babylonians. In 625 B. C.
Nabopolassar, the king of Babylon, led
a successful revolt against the Assyrians, making Babylon a world power.
Egypt, Jed by Pharoah-Necho, was defeated by Nebuchadnezza'l·, son of Nabopolassar, in the Battle of Cl:!rchemish in
605 B. C. This marked the first deportation of the Israelites by the Babylonians. In 587-86 B. C. Nebuc·h adnezzar
'
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laid waste Jerusalem and totally destroyed it. This marked the third' deportation to Babylon (.the second occurred .in 597 B. C.). "And he (Nebuchadnezzar) burned the house of Jehovah, and the king's house, and all the
houses of Jerusalem" (II King·s 25 :9).
Thus the once-glorious Hebrew kingdom
came to an end.
'
II. T!te Babylonian captivity.
As previously noted three different
groups were taken away to Babylon in
the years 605, 597 and 587-86 "B. C. The
captivity was hard but not as severe as
Egyptian bondage. In Babylon the Israeli-tes had limited freedom but life
was radically different from previous
days in Palestine.

The Jews had a• new realization
of national unity and purpose.

(2)

The synagogue came into existence. (Please note that Jesus
built more upon synagogue worship with its emphasis on teaching
and preaching than Hpon temple
worship with. its emphasis upon
ritual.)

The people completely
their backs on id~latry.

turned

(4)

A great deal of Jewish . literature
was · collected during the captivity.

( 5)

Religion became more meaningful
and inward. (Also Judaism with
its emphasis on legalism was
born.)
'

111. The restoration.
The r-i'se to power of Cyrus brought
new hope .to the Jews. By 539 B. C.
Cyrus, one of the most remarkable men
of ancient · history, was ruler of all the
territory from the Indus River to the
Aegean Sea. With western boundaries
intact he then proceeded to conquer
Babylon iri 539 B. C. Upon the victorious
. conquest of Babylon in 538 B. C. the
Persian king made a famous decree,
which allowed the Jews to return home.
He assured them of protection, gave assistance, and granted freedom of worship. This decree was revolutionary.
Many Jews returned -home (Cf. Ezra
1:2-4). It should be .stated however that
the majority of Jt!WS chose to s.tay in
Babylon.
'

The captivity was no~ all bad. Some
good things came from their days of
humiliation and so.rrow. Some beneficial
developments for the Jews were:

(1)

(3)

lsaiah 35 expresses, ·according to
many Biblical scholars, the joy of ·those
returning back to Judah.
·
The first returning' group in 537· B. C.
was led by Zerubbabel the priest ( Cf.
Ezra 2). Their objective was. rebuildfog
the temple. ·This was accomplished in
516 B. C. Another group in 457 B. C.
· leci' by Ezra returned to Jerusalem. A
final group returned i.n 444 B. C. Nehemiah, a layman, was the leader in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem. The
walls were rebuilt in 444 B. C. in 52
days. Thus the restoration was accomplished in the face of insurmountable
obstacles, one of which was lack of finances.
C1>J;tclusion

"Tailored for
Comfort ... Priced to Sell 11
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Jerusalem was · ag_a in a _fortified city,
142 years aft.er it.s 'destruction. The
Jews . upon their return to the ·iloly City
again cherished in thei,r hearts the Messial')ic hope.

Israel experienced captivity as a re, sult of national sin. A nation reaps
what she sows. In America today are
we traveling the 'road of decline in
Prices and samples moral values and' .spiritual ideals? What
.f (
available on request happened to Israel in today's lesson will
MANUFACTURING COMPANY ha-ppen ' to America in the future unless
we return to God (Read Proverbs
218 WEST 16TH - LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
14:34) ,
.
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Redemption· ,hroug·h · suffering
J3Y RALPH

A.

International
December 11
Isaiah 53 :4-9, 12

PllELPS JR.

PRESIDENT, OUACHITA UNIVERSITY

That mankinq will be redeemed by a
servant whose course will run through
suffering and martY-r.dom to exaltation
is clearly pred'icted in lsaiah's writing·s
several hundred years befar!-l the birth
of Christ. Isaiah 52:'13 through 53:~2 is
the famous ".suffeTing servant". passage
which has been called the climax of- Hebrew . prophecy,' the Mount' Everest of
Messianic prediction. A portion of this ·
passage, which is one · of four gre·a t sections in Isaiah dealifig with the servant
of the Lord, is the text for this week's
lesson.
It is obvious fr.om a reading · of the
New Testament that ·this passage had
a deeper influence on the writers and
their interpretation of the life and work
of Jesus than did any other section of
Hebrew scriptures. Of the twelve verses
in Isaiah 53, only one· does not appear
in whole .or in part in the New Testa-
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ment. The ·p assage is echoed in the four
gospels, Acts, Romans, Philippians, Hebrews and' I Peter: It is therefore absurd to accept the, position of a· few
critical. scholars who claim that this
passage does not refer to Jesus Christ.
His contemporaries thought it did, and
from our vantage •point. many centuries
later it is apparent that · the picture is
clearly that of the Son of God, who fulfilled these ·predictions so extremely accurately.
So many different expressions are
used · to describe the estate and the
work of the Suffering Servant that the
best ·way to und~rstand the passage is
to list the .statements that are includ'ed
and to comment only where an· additional word might bring out the meaning a bit more clearly.

I. The su'ffering servant's lowly estate.
Note the wide diversity of terms used
to describe the suffering of the servant:
"Stricken, smitten by God, and afflic ted" (v. 4)
.
.
"Upon him was· the chastisement that
made us whole" (v. 5) The word "chastisement" implies disciplinary pain.
"He was oppressed" (v. 7). Whitehouse translates this thus: "He ·was persecuted, yet it' was ·he who suffered himself
be humiliated." ·

to

"He was .afflieted" (v. 7).
,'

"Like a , 1-amb that is led to the
slaughter, and like a sheep that before
its shear.e rs is dumb" ( v. 7). Through
oppressed and treated harshly, h:e did
not cry out in protest or vengeance
against, his enemies, or to God against
the cruel injustice of his afflictions.
. "By oppression and judgment he was
taken away!' ( v. 8). The servant is here
pictured as peing led to execution ..
"They made ·his grave with the wicked
and with a rich man in his death, althroug·h hE: had done no violence" (v. 9),.
, One comment~tor says, "Dishonor even
- pursued the Macrtyr-servant to the
grave. He i~ buried 'among the wicked
and -the w.ealthy." This was fulfilled
when Jesus was crucified along with
two thieves and then was buried in the
tomb of a rich man, Joseph of Arimathea ..
II. The suffering servant's exalted work.
Equally vivid are the expres.si1ms used
to express w:hat the suffering servant ·
did for those whose redeemer he would
be:

I

"Wounded for our transgressions."
The worci' translated ".wounded" means
literally "pierced through."
"Bruised" (v. 5) cari also be translated "crushed." The suff,ering of the .
servant is the result of our sin, and this
word and the one above are gra·phic
pictures of what he went through for
the sake of those he was to save.
"With his stripes we · are healed"'
(v. 5). The word "stripes" is one which
actually describes a scar or wealt left
by a blow or a wound. "Through his
scars !healing has come. to us," Dr.
Whitehouse translates it.
"The Lord has laid on him the m1quity of us all" (v. 6). Another translation of "laid on" is "made to light on"
him. Through God's love for us, our
wicl<ednes.s is laid on the Saviour, who
dies in our stead.
"He poured out · his soul to death and
was numbered with the transgressors"
(v, 12) His soul ,or life was poured out
as an offering for sin, and he was
counted among the criminals.
· '!He bore the sin of many and mad'e
inteTaes.sion for the transgressors"
(v. 12). While he was considered a transgressor, he was interceding' for the transgressors who .we1,e persecuting and destroying him. This was the height of
· intercession-praying for the instruments of his unspeakable suffering.

Conclusion:
Isaiah 53 :6, containing as it ·does a
poignant confession, shows how we are
all involved in the servant's suffering.
"All we like sheep have gone astray;
we have turned every one to his own
way; and the Lord has laid· on him the
iniqµity of us all." Muilenburg says,
"The · transgressions and iniquities were
a going astray from God, a turning ·
away, each in his own self-centered
course."

It has been pro·p erly said that for the
Christian community this passage has
a supreme significance, for it depicts
the life history of our Lord.

ur ZIPCO
mberis 722
hat's Your

"He has borne our griefs and carried
our sorrows" (:v. 4). The emphasis is
on "our" and "he."
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Middle .of the Road. ·

'·'Last chance to buy gas-next
five stations are mirages."

Diggs: ''My wife is a wo~derf ul vocalist. Why, • I have known
her to hold her audience for
hours-"
Biggs : "Get out!'"
Diggs: "After which she would
lay it in the cradle and rock it to
sleep."

Stop, look and ouch!
The car·eful driver approached
the railroad .crossing, and, doing
as the sign instructed, he stopped, 1
looked and listened. The only
sound he heard was that of another car hitting him from the rear.

If the shoe fits
The only exercise some people
get is jumping fo conclusions,
running down their friends, sidestepping responsibility and pushing their iuck.

Pretty cute
The gentleman· stopped to talk
to the wee girl who was making
mud pies Ol) the sidewalk.
"My word," he exclaimed, "you
are pretty dirty; aren't you, my
little girl?"
"Yes," she replied, "but I'm
prettier clean.''

Having a fit?
CUSTOM MADE

CHURCH FURNITURE
Is One Of Our Sp~cialitit_!S

Mr~ Peterson ·was preparing to
go to market and his wife told him
to get a head of cabbage.
"What size?" he asked.
"Oh, about the size of your
head," she told him.
On the way, Peterson met a
fri~nd who was a gardener. "Just
go over to my garden and take any
head of cabbage you want," the
friend offered gen_e rously.

Place Your Order With Us
Please come by and see
· samples on display
COX PLANING MILL
and LUMBER CO.
Phone •LY 8-2239 or LY 8-2230

PIGGOTT, ARK.
I
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Later, another friend asked the
gardener, "What kind of idiot did
you have walking in your garden?
When I went by, he was trying his
hat -on one head of cabbage after
another.''
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In the world of religion----------Oldest publication

Draft disc~imincation?

VALLEY FORGE, Pa.-Missions magazine, a publication of
the American Baptist Convention,
is mistaken in its claim to be the
pldest religious publication in . the
world, says Leland Case, retired
editor of Together, a ·Methodist
publication. Case points out that
Missions, which first appeared in
, 1803, must relinquish its title as
' "oldest" to Methodist Magazine,
an English publication called in
its masthead, "The oldest magazine in the world, begu!'l by John
Wesley and published continuously since 1778."
,;" •

PITTSBURGH, Pa.-An overhaul of
Selective Service exemptions to ~orrect
what he said was a "disproportionate
number of Negroes in Vietnam" was
advocated here by Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
, King said' that about 40 per cent of
the U.S. fighting force in Vietnam is
Negro, compared to a Negro population
in this country of some 10 per cent.

In his address to students at the University of Pittsburgh, Dr. · King declared
that many Negroes are drafted because
they do ·not have sufficient education to
gain an exemption and cannot afford to
attend college.-American Baptist News
Service.

Methodist Magazine, published
in London by the Epworth Press ·
contains news of the Methodist
women's fellowship. Gordon S.
Wakefield is the present editor.

Vatican radio on Graham
VATICAN ,cJTY-The Vatican Radio
commented on Billy Graham and the
World Congress on Evangelism of which
he was the honorary chairman. The
Congress was held in Berlin, Oct. 26N ov. 4.
This was the first time that Vatican
Radio has ever commented on the
American evangelist. Referring to him
as "the noted Baptist preacher," Vatican Radio also alludeci' to the delegates
at the Congress as "conservative evan·gelicals who are perturbed by the growing lack of missionary spirit among
many Christians and who are attempting to discover new means of evangeliza tion ada'pted to modern times as well
as stir ' up missionary zeal within their
·Christian communities." -(EP)

Pastor wins medals
Reginald A. Peltier has so many medals from governments around the world
that he c_o uldn't begin to pin them all on . .

AID VICTIMS-ltalicms ?.Porkin,q ·i n
the Zurich area of Switzerland took a
collection of clothing and money for
Baptists in Florence, a number of whom
lost much or all of their belongings
during disastrous flooding there. Here
-'two of the' Italians tie up a bundle to
be sent to Piero Bensi, pastor of the
church at Florence. Other bundles of
relief items atre ' also seen.
(EBPS
Photo)

But Peltier is all of that, and while
he talks of faith simply and reasonably, with no special brief for miracles,
you realize that there is a terrific miracle about this man, that he is alive
at all.
After World War II, he disarmeci' 150
explosive.s in Japan alone, including two
underwater mines. In Korea, he dismantled 1,500 explosive units. "I suppose in my lifetim~ I've handled 2,500
explosives," he said. (BP)

Dr. William B. Lipphard, editor
emeritus of Missions anci' past executive secretary of the Associ•
, ated Church Press, claimed that
Missions was oldest, in a history
he wrote of the Associated Church
Press. In his research at the British Museum in London, he "naively" assumed that there were no
publications prior to 1800, Dr.
Lipphard says, and limited his research to the 19th century. "I
never knew of the Methodist Magazine, had never ·seen a copy,'.'
And, he adds, his British associ-·
ates did not point it out to him.
"Missions magazine must hew ...
be satisfied with the claim to be
the. oldest church publication in
America," Dr. Lipphard stated.
-American Baptist News Service

.(

Recently, the retired Army lieutenant
colonel turned Baptist pastor, got his
31st.
A warded on behalf of the president
of the United States, through local officers, the newest medal for · Peltier -is
the Legion of Merit, second highest
presidential award in peace time.
Peltier has been pastor of Venetian
Villag'e ,Church, Fraser, Mich., since retiring from the Army in February. The
church is a Southern Baptist congregatio:1.
The rotund, but .s trongly built, balding pastor at 46 hardly looks like a
battlefield wonder, adviser to governments, and one of the nation's !(lading
bomb detonators, on land or in water,
for nearly a quarter of a century.

Towa,rd Protestant. unity
COLMAR, France-A significant step
toward greater Protestant unity in
France was taken here as the 12th General Assembly of the French Protestant Federation voted 126-2 to "encourage" the four major Protestant bodies
to• continue merger negotiations.
A move promoted by the Assembly
coordination group and taking' place in
the closing moments of the three-day
meeting, the action urged acceleration
of union efforts among the French
Reformed Church, the ·Reformed Church
of Alsace-Lorraine, the Frerich Lutheran Church and the Church of the
Augsburg Confession of Alsace and Lorraine (Lutheran). (EPJ

